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Dimensions – research data in one platform

Tanya Karrer, Research Support Services, Medicine Library

May 6th, 2021 via Zoom
Get you a nice cup of coffee
And when do I use it?

What is Dimensions?

Linda, Medical Doctor, is going to explain it.
Dimensions – research data in one platform

What is Dimensions?

Research data in one platform

- Enriched and linked data in one platform
- Database for medicine and health science
- Database that guides researchers through the research process
How to search in Dimensions
(Quick AND dirty) OR „more systematic“
Filters

For almost everything
Dimensions – research data in one platform

Analytical Views

Closer look at researchers or publications
How to access Dimensions
Uni Bern member or free account

For members of Unibe
Access via VPN.
ub.unibe.ch > Research > Databases
> Dimensions incl. Analytics

Free account
For personal, non-commercial use
Thank you for your attention
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Next coffee lecture of Bibliothek Medizin:

**Citation Management Systems**
May 26, 2021 13:00
[https://bit.ly/3xHHe5s](https://bit.ly/3xHHe5s)